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The following questions are discussed:

1. Is global climate changing?

2. What is the pattern of global climatic change?

3. What causes global climate to change?

4. Is man's activity inadvertently i fluencinK tlobal climate?

5. What are the possibilities for purposefully influencing

global climate'?

6. What interest and competence have been shown by nations of

the world In global climate control?

7. What can be done to speed orogress?
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I. IS GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGING?

The climate of a particular region is determine by a number of

relatively static factors such as eievation, latitude, topography,

and type of surface, and also by the properties of the air which passes

over it. The dynamic factor which causes .eather changes is the cir-

culation of the atmosphere. Variations in the mean behavior of the

atmospheric circulation over a period of years constitutes a variation

of climate.

Substantial, worldwide changes of climate do occur, even within

the span of a few decades, and have been described by many investigators

(Mitchell, 1963; Willett, 1965; Lamb, 1966; Rublnstein and Polozova,

1966). The data clearly show that the general vigor of the global

atmosp.eric circulation undergoes significant variations, with associ--

ated latitudinal shifts of th, main zonal currents and changes in the

nature of their disturbances. Variation in the global circulation pat-

tern is the common factor which makes possible a coherent Interpreta-

tion of climatic data from all parts of the earth.

For example, during the first three decades of this century the

trend was toward growing strength of the northern hemisphere zonal

circulation, northward displacement of polar fronts in both the at-

mosphere and the ocean, northward displacement of the ice buundary,

weaker development of blocking anticyclones over the continents, more

northward cyclone paths and pronounced aridity of the south central

parts of North America and Futasia (the dust bowl). Conversely, recent

decades have exhibited opposite trends: weakening zonal circulation,

southward shifts of ice boundary and cyclone paths, and substantially

increased rainfall in the south central parts of the continents.

1968, thus far, has underscored these trends. Icelandic fisher-

men suffered great losses due to the most extensive sea ice in the

last 60 years, while phenomenal wheat yields from the central plains,

both North American and Eurasian, have pushed wheat prices to a 26-

year low. Even India produced so much wheat that its storage facili-

Lies were fully utilized, blocking the acceptance of U.S. surplus

shipments. (Although as recently as Christmas, 1967, it was widely
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predicted that millions of Indians would die of starvation in 1968.)

These cases illustrate that our complex pattern of human activity is

sensitive to relatively small variations in climate. But the range

of variation of global climate is enormous. Less than 20,000 years

ago the Pleistocene ice sheet still covered Norti America from the

Atlantic to the Pacific with a thickness of up to twc miles. The

last major ice sheet disappeared from Scandinavia about 8000-7000 BC,

while in North America the ice retreated at an even ldL r date. During

Lhe period of ice retreaL and somewhat after, r3infall in the Mediter-

ranean area and perhaps over much of the hemisphere was less than at

present, possibly due to cooler oceans. The post glacial warming

culminated in the "climatic optimum' of 4000-2000 BC, during wC'.c.

world temperatures were 4-5 F warmer han they are now and rain wan

much more plentiful in North Africa, where the Egyptian civilization

was developing.

The decline from the warm optimum was abrupt from about 1000 BC,

with cooling continuing to about 400 BC. This was a period of maximum

North African rainfall and rapid development of human activity, partly

induced by climatic stress. For example, a period of stormy clin'3te

in the North Sea area at about 120 BC set the Teutonic peoples on the

move. By this time reriewed warming had set in which continued until

the "secondary climatic optimum" of 800-1000 AD. This period was

characterized by a relatively dry, warm and storm-free North Atlantic

and was the time of the great Viking colonization of Iceland, C eenland

atid Newfoundland. The decline, from about 1300 AD with one partial

recovery about 1400-1550, continued until about 1750, culminating in

the "little ice age" of 1550-1840. During this period Arctic pack

ice advanced in the North Atlantic and the Greenland and Newfoundland

colonies were extinguished.
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II. WHAT IS THE PATTERN OF CLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Only during the last century have we begun to observe our global

ocean/atmosphere system in e_.Pugh detail to discern some ot the pat-

terns of climatic chaage, but even today, our ability to observe the

essential elements of the global system is far from adei ate. However,

some of the characteristic featureq of global climatic changes are

now emerging, and have been described by several authors, most com-

pletely by Lamb (1966a). The pattern is so complex and so much in-

fluenced by various ocean/atmosphere feedback inte-actions thpt no

4 ni- * a4- has thus fa- p,- 'nrwrd a n1,,-qihlp physical explanation-

and it has only been possible to describe in increasing Jetail how

the global system changes. In piecing together this picture the con-

necting factors that make possible a rational description of global

climate are the general vigor of the global atmospheric circulation

and to an increasing extent, the variation of sea surface temperatu"es

in response to changing atmospheric circulation.

Since the "little iceage" of 1650-1840, whic!, climaxed the cooling

trend from aboit 1300, a new warming trend predom.o ated which seems to

have reached a climax in the 1920's, followed by cooling since about

1940, at first irregularly but then sharply since about 1960. The

periods of general warming were accompanied by increasing vigor of the

westerly zonal circulation in both hemispheres, bringing a more mari-

time climate to the continents, more northerly cyclone tracks and a

prononnced warming of the Arctic. (From 1890 to 1940 the mean thick-

ness of Arctic pack ice decreased by more than 1/3 (Ahlmanr, 1945).

Since about 1940 the reverse pattern has occurjd, with weakened zonal

circulation, greater development of blocking anticycones over contin-

ents in winter, more variable and southerly cyclone paths, and a

colder Arctic.

Neither the warming trend nor the cooling -rend proceeded

smoothly; on the contrary, there seem to have been criti- al thresholds

at which sudden changes occurred. Some of the characte-'ticq of the-,,

sudden changes are now beginning to be revealed.

For example, sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent.



During the warmin,, from 1840 Lo 1930 a sudden change seems to

have occurred about l8b4J- '5, characterized by sharp increase in zonal

WeSterlies and a conicurre:nt decrease of rainfall associated with the

intertropical conveigelice zone (iKraius 1954,1 1955, 1956, 1959, 1963).

Converse]. afte- the gradual anu variable cooling since 1940, a sud-

den decrease in westerly circulation occurred about 1961-63, with a

concurrent increase of rainfall in the intertropical convergence

zone. At the same time the intertropical convergence zone seems to

have narrowed and increased in znna!lity kLamb, 1966d). Associated with

rhosc c;.nges in the intensity of the main zonal circulation, there

has been a shift in the mean longitudinal positions of the climatic

froiih, and ridoes: eastwlrd with growing wind speed, westward with

weakening wind speed, accompanied by an associated major dispiacemeait

of rainfall and drought. patterns (see Fig. 10 from Lamb, 1966d.). The

economic consequences of these shifts are enormous, as was noted at

the beginning of this paper in reference to India's 1968 wheat suiplus.

The greatest obscurity in the observed behavior of the atmosphere

is in the southern hemisphere. No reliable index has been found for

the strength of the southern hemisphere trade winds and even the

indices of zonal westerlies arc suspect, ccm .g from eitiei New

Zealand or Chile and n10t extending far enough south. imperature

patterns for the 80 per cent of the southern hemisphere covered by

oceans art, , tiexistent. Even since the ICY, year to year variations

in the SL, ice covering 13 per cent of the southern hemisphere ocean

in winter are largel", unknown. However, the meager dat a that are

available strongly suggest that the "worldwide" warming and cooling

referred to above extended only to about 6 0 S, beyond which the secui-

lar trends were In the opposite direction (Lamb l9bbc) (Fletcher,

1968).
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III. WHAT CAUSES GLOBAL CLIMATE TO CHANGE?

No one has been able to explain why such climatic variations oc-

cur. They seem to be associated with variations in the vigor of the

whole global atmospheric circulation, but why the global system varies

is still a mystery. It follows that the fundamental problem in the

study of climatic change is the development of a quantitative under-

standing of the general circulation of the atmosphere; and, since

three-fourths of the heat which forces the atmospheric motion comes

by way of the ocean surface, a quantitative understanding of oceanic

heat transport and ocean/atmosphere heat exchange is especially vital.

Such an understanding shoulo begin with the planetary distribItion

of heat loss and gain by Lne --moppiA i A 'ean. and bv using the

fundamental physical laws (embodied in the classical equations of

motion and thermodynamics) should enable us to predict the global dis-

tribution of temperature, pressure, motion, water vapor, clouds and

pre-ipitation, together with resulting moisture and heat transports.

In principle, such an analytic approach is straightforward and was

outlined by V. Bjerknes in 1904 (Fletcher, 1965, p. 149). In prac-

tice, however, there are enormous diificulties. The late John von

Neumann, who led the modern assault on the problem of mathematical

simulation of the atmosphere has been quoted as saying that "fore-

casting the weather for more than a day or two in advance is the

most complicated and difficult physical and mathematical puzzle yet

proposed or even thougb' of" (Thompson and Roberts, 1967).

Nevertheless, with the development of modern computer technology,

rapid progress is being made. Already it is becoming possible to simu-

late mathematically certain large-scale processes in more detail than

we observe them in nature. (kor a survey of the background and present

status of atmospheric modeling, see Gavrilin, 1965.'

This progress toward simulating atmospheric dynamics calls for

better understanding of the processes of atmospheric heat losses and

gains which force the motion of the real atmosphere. Although the

general atmospheric circulation is forced by an uneven distribution



of heating Detween the equator and the poles, variation in equatorial

heating and variations in polar cooling are poorly understood and

little studied, largely because of the paucity of relevant data over

the oceans.

Nevertheless, it has been di~covered that significant anomalies

of ocean/atmosphere heat and moisture exchange do occur and that these

anomalies are closely related to variations in the dynamical behavior

of the atmosphere.

The first ocean area to receive detailed study was the North

Atlantic (Sandstrom, 1932) and these studies have since beet, extended

by many investigators to encompass the whole Atlantic (Shishkov, 1962;

Bjerknes, 1964; Sorkina, 1965; Namias, 1966).

In recent years the emphasis of leading investigators has

shifted to the Pacific, where even larger anomalies of ocean/atmos-

phere heat exc..... - n found t - t, z -. t cqudLorial

zone (Bjerknes, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1966, 1968) and in the mid-latitudinal

North Pacific (Wyrtki, 1966) (Namias, 1968).

For example, one very influential ocean/atmosphere interaction

which is subject to large and sudden anomalies is associated with

the zone of cold water at the equatcr, which is caused by tile opposite

deflection of surface water north ind south of the equator in response

to the easterly trade winds. In the eastern Pacific, the temperature

difference between this upwelling water and the warm waters on either

side is normally several degrees and extends for several thousand miles.

In the Indian Ocean, the 1963-64 expedition found a cold equatorial

tongue nearly 100 colder than surrounding waters. (280 C-18 0 C)

(Lamb 1966d)

During some years these cold tongues weaken or vanish as the

equatorial trade winds wane. Bjerknes has documented several such

cases for the Pacific, showing that the resulting variation of eva-o-

ration and subsequent condensation influenceq the circulation of the

whole northern hemisphere. Similar studies for the Indian Ocean have

not yet been co:iducted due to the lack of data, but it seems likely

that similar processes are associated with the phenomenal rise of

East African rainfall since 1961-b3. Indeed, the frequency of suchI
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occurrences may be closely connected with the abrupt changes in

the global system since 1961-63. (Lamb, IY6 d)

Unfortunately, we do not know why the equatorial trade winds

wane. PresuLwably this has to do with thc strength and posirio'- of the

southern hemisphere oceanic anticyciones, the strength of the southern

zonal westerlies and the longitudinal shifts of mean troughs and ridyes.

There is growing evidence that variations of the northern hemisphere

circulation are related to variations of the much stronger southern

hemisphere circulation, but the basic cause of the planetary variation

is still a mystery.

Impressive statistical correlations between vaLious indices of

climatic change and various indices of solar .ctivity have been pre-

sented by many investigators (iairbridge, 1961, Rubinshtevn, 196b),

Uut no one has been able to advance a physicallv-plausiole cause and

effect explanation. Variations in the solar "constant" are usually

judged to be too small to accourn for the relatively large observed

variations of giubdl climate (Sawyer, 1966). As a result, much at-

tention has been directed tcwards searching tor m aicos hv which

upper atmosphere processes, triggered by small chianges it, tlie energy

from the sun, can in turn influence much more energetic tropospheric

processes. However, a better understanding of ocean atmosphere inter-

actions may reveal that feedback processes can amplify the et tectot

small solar variations to produce large changes in the behav icr ot 'ti-

planetary system. One such "thermal lever' is the variablc extent of

ice on The ocean. (Fletcher 19b5, 1968). [he presence of ic,, on tie

sea effectively prevents heat transfer from ocean to atmosphere, in

winter, thus forcing the atmosphere to balance the heat los t, spae.

A decrease I- solar radiation tends tL-ause .oo ing, which ,.:aass

ice extension, which in turn c,,ls the atmosphere -ore i:,d causes 7,,re

ice growth and stronger thermal gradients. the causes and e!.* vs -t

self retnforciag, providing "posit ive ctdba, k." ow rtd such a pr,-

ess must go felore trIger ing other instabi 1 i s in the ,cvai .Atmo -

rhere ivstem, such as the sudden a r iat i,n ,: e ruato ra I tC lratu rv

desr.ibd abo'.v, cannot be Judged at thi s .- ir. Clearlv, there are

many Lomplex Iredback processes, '-th positi -v anj t',t , in [tne
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ocean/atmosphere "climate machine' and many thresholds beyond whilch

the direction of the feedback can change. Fo- example, suppose that

the warming of the Arctic, which by 1940 had greatlv reducra ".e pack

Ice thickness, had continied. As the ice re, eded farther in curm r

and the thinner ice was more fractuied in winter, evaporation would

greatly increase, thus salinitving and cooling tih,: surface waters and

decreasing the vertical stability of the upper layers ot the cean.

If this process continued to the point of destroying thie present

strong stratii.atLion of ocean sur:ace layers and inducin,g deep on-

vection, then refreezing at the surface would be impossible until tie

whole water column had cooled to freezing temperature -- a process

which would take manv years at the least. After the whole oc,:in h-A

cooled to the lreezting temperature, additional cooling would reireeze

the surface, thus recreating surface stratitication an' reIrration

of surface ice, the initial condition. Thus a thresholl" exists In

both directions.

Mry other examples oi "feedback processes" and threshold, trom

small scile to planetar' scale, could be given. Some neel to nov

systematically evalmat.ed quantitatively, b,; field observatio,, by

physical explanation, &nd by laboratory simulatior (using matheatlcai

models of atmospheric and ,,an! lircuiattkln). i'os t.i suL ; teedback

processes can amplitv the climatic ettects of varstiors in s.,olar

"constant or variations in atmospheric: transparancy caused by ,.olcanic

eruptions. Evidence th.t atmospheri,. dustiness is he primary ,ause ut

climatic varintlons has been presentei by Davitava k195, ani hudvko

(1967ab).

As - I-nal comment on cause.; o! 1f matic change, tn:e pzvent lack

of underatanding can perhaps be utuderscored iv noting t: at ece:nil th

variable rotation rate ,*. 'l e eartL" , its axi6 ilue t, si, it 1. mass

in the Mlten core) cannot be exkludv. as possibl t us . c t ,:,

impressive statist lk'al cot relatioi:s I l.at g v l ia01 le : a! 1, ! speed

with etcular climatic ,nange have be-n pre . t .i 'Maximy, 5

ihl line of invett igat .,-n was not conside, rot d vi- promis ing tv mo'it

meteorologists, but tric d iffeient behavior o atm ospier ircuiation

9ince the sudden slowing down of the Earth's rttat ion In i.hi by 1

millisecond per day, has created new interest in the pioblem.
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IV. IS MAN INADVERTENTL'i INFLUENCING GLOBAL CLIMATE?

Whether human activity has been a significant cause of the large

climatic shitts of the past century is a question which cannot yet be

answered with any confidence. The complexities of global climate are

still too porly understood so assess the dynamical response of the

system to a given change, yet it is the dynamical response of both

the ocean and the atmosphere that primarily determines climate. How-

ever, many investigators have argued that the effecta of man's activi-

ties are already significant, or even dominant, in changing global

climate. The influencing factors most frequently suggested are carbon

dioxide pollution, smog (dust) pollution #nd heat pollution. The physi-

cal arguments advanced have Lo do with the effects of these pollutants

on the heat balance of the atmosphere.

Carbon dioxide is one of the three important radiation absorbing

constituents in the atmosphere (along with wate. vapor and ozone).

There is no doubt that it cor( nLration hs been increasing in the

last century, appa'ently by some 10-15%. The physical effect of a

greater CO2 concentration is to d-.crease the radiative loss to space.

(Due to the fact that the radia in comes from a higher and hence

cooler level in the atmosphere.) Thus, an increase in CO2 increases

the "greenhouse effect" and causes j;lobal warming. Many investigators

have suggesLed that the warming since 1900 was due to just such an in-

crease in CO2. Callendar (1938, 19 .) and Plass (1959) estimate that

a warming of almost 10 F during the last century could be attributed

to thti cause, and this in comparable to the warming that that did

occur. It is further estimated that, by the year 2000, a further

waLMing of 30F could be caused by CO.. Other authors have estimated

an eren greater warming NothwiLhstanding these arguments, the sharp

global cooling of the past decade indicates that other factors are

more influential than increasing CO2 . For example, Moller (1953)

estimates that a 10% change in CO2 can be compensated by a 3% change in

wrter vaper or 1% change in mean cloudiness. Moreover, the oceans have

an enormous capacity to absorb CO2, which also varie- with temperature;

thet is, :older oceans can store more CO2. [hus, warming oceans could
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also be a primary cause of increasing CO. in the atmosphere. In summary,

it appears that, other factors being constant, CO. from human activity

could cause important change, of global climate during the next few

decades. But, of course, oLher factors are not constant, and in recent

years have apparently been more influential than the CO2 increase.

With regard to heat pollution, Budyko (1962, 1966) points out that,

although the yearly production of energy on earth is now only about

1/2500 of the radiation balance of the Earth's surface, it would become

equal to the surface radiation balance if compounded annually at 102

for 100 years or 4% for 200 years. (The present growth rate is about

4%, which is a doubling each 17 years). From these numbers we may

conclude that sometime during the next century heat pollution, like

C0, will indeed become important on a global scale. By then we must

learn to compensate for it. But for the time being, and for the next

few decades, it will be insignificant on the global scale.

Budyko (1966) also considers forest belts, irrigation projects,

swamp drainage and creation of reservoirs. Such -rojects can greatly

influence the climate of a local region, but none seem likely to be

significant compared to global processes.

One of the most rapidly increasing man-made forms of atmospheric

pollution is smog, which includes all forms of industrial pollution.

Bryson (1968) suggests that there has been a turbidity increase of 30%

per decade over Mauna Loa Observatory, which is far from all sources of

pollution. Bryson further argues that a more turbid atmospheric trans-

parency, even by only 3 - 4%, could change the global mean temperature

by 0.70 F, an amount comparable to changes of the last century. lie

believes that increasing global air pollution, through its effect on

the reflectivity ot the earth, is currently dominant over CO2 increase

and solar variation, and is responsible for the temperature decline of

the past decade or two. If Bryson's interpretation is correct, mankind

faces an immediate and urgent problem of global climate control, for

smog production is increasing everywhere at an exponential rate and no

means of curbing this increase are in sight.

Still another form of growing pollution, and one whose possible

effects have been little studied, is the creation of cirrus cloudiness
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by the exhaust products of high flying aircraft (vapor trails). In-

creased cloudiness of any form tends to increase the reflectivity of

the earth and, according to 'ryson's calculations, a 1% increase in

mean albedo would cool the earth by 30F. However, it may be noted that

increased cloudiness at high levels greatly reduces radiative loss to

space, and this effect would warm the earth. Thus, the effect of more

or less cloudiness is very great, but the direction of the influence

depends on the type and height of the clouds and on whether they are

in a dark or sunlit region of the earth.

Still other forms of pollution have not as yet been evaluaced at

all for their possible influence on climate. For example, fuel ex-

pended by ships comes to about 109 tons per year. Assuming 5% in-

complete combustion, some 50 million tons per year are released as

pollutant. Presumably, that fuel which is spread on the sea is con-

sumed by bacteria, but it is unclear just how quickly this takes place.

Where an oil film is alloyed to persist, it influences the heat balance

by not only reducing evaporation and turbulent heat flux, but also

lowering the radiative emissivity of the surface.

From the foregoing considerations, we may conclude that man is

probably inadvertently influencing global climate at the present time.

Certainly several product3 of man's activity are theoretically influen-

tial enough to do so within a few decades. However, there are so many

variables and degrees of freedom in the global system that specili-

cause and effect estimates in this regard are very uncertain.
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V. 411A7 ARE THE PObSIBILITIES FOR PURPOSEFULLY

INFLUENCING GLOBAL CLIMATE?

Theoretical perspectives for influencing large scale atmospheric

circulation have been formulated by Yudin (1966). Some of his con-

clusions can be summarized as follows:

a. in order to divert air movement over a given region, it is

thec.etically most effective to apply energy evenly over broad

portions of the air mass. This is necessary in order to mini-

mize the dissipation of energy by parasitic acoustical and

gravity waves. In other words, the partitioning of the applied

energy among the various scales of atmospheric motion depends

on the suddenness with which it is applied.

b. To influence the field of motion, in addition to Criterion

(a), it is also desirable to avoid intermediate links in-

volving conversion of thermal energy to potential energy, then

to kinetic energy. More direct methods must be found.

c. In theory, it should be possible to change the velocity field

with much less energy than would be necessary to change the

temperature tield or pressure field. Direct action is much

more effective than thermal action.

d. Investigation of conditions of stability for atmospheric per-

turbations indicates that, under certain conditions, a small

energy addition might lead to large changes in the further

course of a process. Emphasis should be placed on identifying

critical "instability points" in the natural development of

cyclones.

e. Theoretically, action on the field of the ageostrophic wind

and particularly on the vertical component of the ageostropic

wind should produce the largest influence for the energy

expended.

f. In connection with the possibility of steering cyclones, Yudin

stresses that only slight deflections of the wind from the geo-

stropic are associated with much faster movement of cyclone

centers.
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g. In connection with influencing the intensity of cyclones,

Yudin calculates that "by creating a descending movement with

a velocity of 3 cm/sec at the upper boundary --, we can es-

sentially weaken the intensity of a cyclone in eight hours."

These brief criteria clearly identify one difficulty associated

with large siale weather modification, namely, that the theoretically

most effective approaches all involve actions that we do not know how

to produce efficiently, On the other hand, various ways of influencing

the chermal losses and inputs to the atmosphere, although theoretically

inefficient from the viewpoint of immediate dynamical consequences, are

much more achievable with present technology. For example, it has al-

ready been noted that the creation or dissipation of high cloudiness

has an enormous influence on the heat budget of the atmosphere and of

the surface. Moreover, under certain conditions, only one kg of re-

agent can seed several km 2 . It is estimated that sixty C-5 aircraft,

operating from Eielson AFB and Thule AFB could deliver 1 kg per km
2

per day over the entire Arctic basin (10 7km 2).

Thus, it is a large but not impossible task to consider seeding

such enormous areas. Assuming that such seeding were effective in

creating or dissipating clouds, it is of interest to estimate the ef-

fect of such cloudiness on the heat budget of the surface/atmosphere

system. According to Vowinkel and Orvig (1964), the presence of aver-

age cloudiness over the Arctic in July decreases the radiative loss to

space by about 350 billion cal/km 2/day from what it wou' be without

clouds. For comparison, 100% cloud tops at 500 m would decrease radi-

ative loss by only 50 uillion cal/km2 /day while 100% clcud tops at

5,000 m would decrease radiative loss by about 1,000 billion cal/km2/

day. These numbers demonstrate not only the enormous thermal leverage

that might be exercised by influencing mean cloudiness, but also the

enormous range of lafluenL that might be possible, depending on cloud

type, height, and its influence on the regional heat budget. This con-

clusion is further underscored by noting that mean monthly values of

radiative loss at the surface have been observed to vary by more than

100% in differtent years at some Arctic stations.
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Similarily, it may be noted that, under certain conditions, in-

fluencing the surface albedo of Arctic pack ice is not beyond the

capability of present technology. Since the presence of sea ice ef-

fectively severs the intense heat flux from ocean water to cold atmos-

phere, regulating the extent of sea ice is still another possible way

of exercising enormous thermal leverage on patterns of thermal forcing

of atmospheric motion (Budyko, 1962) (Fletcher, 1965, 1968).

Influencing the temperature of the ocean surface over extended

areas by changing the courses of certain ocean currents in various

ways has also been proposed. (Wexler, 1958) (Rusin and Flit, 1962)

(Borisov, 1959, 1967). These schemes involve large but not impossible

engineering efforts. The principle difficulty, however, is that

present understanding of oceai dynamics is too rudimentary to reliably

predict the effects of such projects and, even if this were &ssible,

the dynamic-l response of the atmosphere to the new pattern of hrating

could not be predicted.

These various examples are enough to demonstrate the following

essential conclusions: (1) It does appear to be within man's engi-

neering capacity to influence the heat loss and gain of the atmosphere

on a scale that can influence patterns of thermal forcing of atmos-

pheric circulation. (2) Purposeful use of this capability is not

feasible because present understanding of atmospheric and oceanic dy-

namics and heat exchange is far too imperfect to predict the outcome

of such efforts. (3) Although it would be theoretically more effi-

cient to act directly on the moving atmosphere, engineering techniques

for doing so are not presently available. (4) The inadvertant influ-

ences of man's activity will lead eventually to catastrophic influences

on global climate unless ways can be developed to compensate for these

undesired effects. Whether the time remaining for bringing this problem

under control is a feu decades or a century is still an open question.

(5) The diversity of thermal processes that can be influenced in the

atmosphere, and between the atmosphere and ocean, offers promise that,

if global climate is adequately understood, it can be influenced for

the purpose of either maximizing climatic resources or avoiding un-

wanted changes. For example, to avoid undesired planetary warming,

*l
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ways must be found to drain additional heat to space. Regulating

cloud cover, as suggested in an example above, is one possible way

of approaching this problem.

VI. WHAT INTEREST AND COMPETENCE IN GLOBAL CLIMATE CONTROL

HAVE BEEN SHOWN BY NATIONS OF THE WORLD

Only the U.S. and the USSR have expressed seri, us interest in the

problem of influencing global climate.

In the U.S., this expression has taken the form of statements by

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (1966) and the National Science

Foundation (1965), pointing out the possible necessity for influencing

global climate and commenting on the scientific feasibility of doing

so. The only formal research program to date has been the NSF funding

program for "Weather Modification" which has for several years in-

cluded some basic work on climatic change and possible climate control.

In the USSR, both governmental and scientific interest has been

more evident. A conference on climate modification was held in Lenin-

grad on 25-28 April 1961 under the sponsorship of the three institu-

tions most closely concerned with the problem -- The Main Geophysical

Observatory, Leningrad, The Institute of Applied Geophysics, Moscow,

and the Institute of Geography, Moscow (JPRS 24512). At this confer-

ence, the Chief of the Hydrometeorological Service, Ye K. Fedorov,

estimated that some 5 to 10 years would be required to adequately de-

fine the problem. (It is now seven years later and as yet the problem

has not been adequately defined). Fedorov also stressed investigation

of ways to influence heat exchange between the atmosphere and the sur-

face as the most promising approach for influencing large scale processes.

Scientists of the v'i.ous Tnstitutes also reported on vi.ious as-

pects c. climate control investigation. At the Institute of Applied

Geophysics, Moscow, this work is led by A.N. Gusev, Director of the

Climate Laboratory, and has emphasized the development of a more ade-

quate theory of global climate, including attempts to develop models

of global circulation. At that time, emphasis was on mechanical and

electrical analogue models. In recent years, emphasis is shifting to

mathematical models as computer facilities grow in power.
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At the Institute of Geography, Moscow, emphasis has been on

analysis of observed changes of climate and their possible causes.

The Director, I.P. Gerasimov, has stressed that future modification

of climate should not be undertaken without an understanding of such

events in the past, including the causes if such large variations as

the Quaternary ice ages. B.L. Dzerdzeevskii at the Institute of Ge-

ography has led work on the analysis of atmospheric circulation types

and their relation to observed solar changes.

At the main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, emphasis on pos-

sible climate modification has the longest history and represents the

greatest level of effort. Since coming to office in 1954, Director

M.I. Budyko has stressed study of the heat balance of the surface/

atmosphere system over the earth. A special series of studies have

been directed toward the possible removal of the ice cover from the

Arctic Ocean. It was concluded that the Arctic sea ice, once removeu,

would not rezur. Instead, a new climatic balance would be established

in which sufficient heat would be furnished to the Arctic Ocean to

compensate its winter losses. Computations have been made to determine

the climatic characteristics of Eurasia and Ncrth America under these

conditions. However, such computations have been greatly handicapped

by the unavailability of an adequate mathematical model or the computer

power to simulate global climatic behavior under specified boundary

conditions. Summaries ot thir work vere presented at a U.S. symposium

in 1966 (Fletcher, 1966).

In recent years, the main computing center of the new "Science

City" at 'ovosibirsk has been assuming a growing leadership in the de-

velopment ot mathematical models of global climate. The Director,

G.I. Karchuk, has maintained close contact with U.S. work by extended

visits. (1965, 1967, 1969).

Also, the Institute of Oceanography, Moscow, is sponsoring a

growing capability emphasizing mathematical models of oceanic and at-

mospheric circulation. The Director, A.S. Monin, is a dynamic meteor-

ologist and has dtressed the influence of ocean/atmosphere interaction

on global climate. The extended U.S. visit oi his olleague, B. L.

Gavrilin, during 1968 is a part of this long range program.
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An organizational framework for governmental supervision of these

programs was established in 1962 when a Special Council on Modification

of Meteorological Processes was established under the State Committee

on the Coordination of Scientific Research Work of the Soviet Cotncil

of Ministers, The first meeting of ths group was held in Leningrad

11-13 June 1962, where sixteen reports were presented (JPRS:24512.

We have no recent information on the activities of this group.

Budyko (1962) reports that "the new program of the Soviet Com-

munist Party, adopted at the 22nd Party Congress, liots the develop-

ment of climate-control methods among the most urgent roblems of

Soviet science." (See also, Materials of the 22nd Congress of the

Communist Party of the boviet Union, Moscow 1961, p. 415) (Zikeev

and Doumani, 1967).

In general, Soviet work has been most severely handicapped by

th' 19--k :f ccr:iputev power oomparable to that available in the U.S.

However, all of the interested Soviet institutes ha-e demonstrated

great emphasis on theoretical work which will contribute to rapid

progress as more powerful computers become available. They have also

maintained close contact with U.S. groups developing models of atmos-

pheric circulation, maintaining visiting scientists with them much of

the time.

In addition, Soviet agencies have been investing great efforts

in field observations, especially in high latitude oceanic regions.

The following announcment by the Novosti Press Agency is indicative

of these efforts. (Arctic, Vol. 21, No. 2, 1968)

"A program of investigations into the mutual influence
of the oceans of the world and the atmosphere has been map-
ped out in the Soviet Union. These studies are aimed at
long-term weather forecasts, the elucidation of the reasonb
foi climatic fluctuations, forecasts of the ice regime in
the Arctic seas, and a better organization of fishing, and
hunt'ng sea-animals.

Concerning the natural experiments suggested by the
Arctic and Antarctic Scientific Research Institute (whose
program has been discussed in the U.S.S.R. Geographical
Society), the head oi the Hydrological Regime Sector,
Yevgeny Nikiforov, M.Sc. (Geography) said that a vast ter-
ritory will be subjected to observations conducted according
to special techniques. The natural experiment zone will
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embrace the northern arts of the Atlantic and the Pacific,

the Arctic Ocean, and the Norwegian, G.eenland, and Barents

seas.
The investigations willi be conducted from research ves-

sels and planes equipped with special scientific instru-

mentation and automatic meteorological stations. At rle
same time, the natural experiment will extend over terri-

tories of the continents adjacent to the oceans and seas.

During these observations it is planned to use the entire

network of meteorological stations, and the North Fole
drifting stations; special high-latitude expeditions will
be launched."

The decade of the 1970's promises to be a period of rapidly

gruw-ing international cooperation and activity directed toward study

of global atmospheric circulation. The planned Global Atmospheric

Research Program (GARP) grew out of a proposal of President John F.

Kennedy to the U.N. General Assembly in 1961. General Assembly

Resolution 1721 (XVI) recommended joint action to "study basic physi-

cal processes that affcct climate and that would be involved in largC

scale weather modification."

U.N. Resolution 1802 (XVII) 1962 initiaLej a long series of

planning conferences under the auspices o the grid Meteorological

Organization (WMO), the international (:,,unc i ot Scientiti,- Unions

(ICSU), and the International Union of Geophysic(, md ;edesv ( IG;)

The most recent study conference met at Stockholm. i: lune 19b7 Co

formulate detailed s.ientific requirements. The tirst large scale

observation p-ogram will probably be in 1973. Ihus tar, iertcan

scientists have played the leading roles in these activities.
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VII. WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SPEED PROGRESS?

With environmental problems, it is convenient to think of progress

in four stages -- observation, understanding, prediction, and control.

We must observe how nature behaves before we can understand why, we

must understand before we can predict and we must be able to predict

the outcome before ;e undertake measures for control. Much progress

is needed in all four areas in order tc achieve the degree of control

over climatic processes that is becoming necessary.

In the past, progress has been severely limited by several

factors that are now changing rapidly.

One factor was limited observations. No more than about 20% of

the global atmosphere was observed at one time, and that very incom-

pletely. With the idvent of satellite observing systems some quanti-

ties can be observed over the entire planet every day. This observa-

tional breakthrough makes possible the synoptic surveillance of the

entire global system and trie sophistication of the observations that

can be made by satellite is rapidly increasing. The processing and

dissemination of this vast new pool of data presents many problems,

which are gradually being resolved by the National Environmenta Satel-

lite Center. (Brister, 1967, 1968).

Synoptic observation, of the global system have further mphasized

the necessity of o'servlng certin typical regions in great detail fotr

a limited period in order to understand the heat ex~hang* Vrocesses

taking place and their influence on the aLmosphere and the ocean.

This is especially important in regions wich play an important roie

in the thermal forcing of atmospheric and oceanic circulation, and

where 1&arge year to year variations can occur. In the equatorial heat

source region, variations in the Intensity of the tropica:l convergence

zone seem to he Ass Loiated with changing global climate. In the two

polar heat sink regicns, variations in extent of ice cover on the

ocean also seem to be associated with changing global climate. In all

cases, both the causes and the effects ot these variations are obscure.
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The equatorial problems are receiving increased attention in re-

cent years, and several field observational programs have been con-

ducted there: the "Indian Ocean Experiment" of 1964, the "Line Island

experiment" of 1966, the "Barbados Experiment" of 1968, and the planned

sequels to these experiments, "TROMEX" in 1969 and a later "Marshall

Islands Experiment."

Similar planning for regions of large heating anomalies at high

latitudes is needed but has not yet gotten under way. One region of

prime importance is the Weddell Sea sector of the Southern Ocean, which

is thought to be the source of most of the bottom water of the world

ocean. A very limited two year field program began in 1968, aimed at

preliminary measurements of bottom water runoff. To learn how this

important region influences the global atmosphere and the world ocean,

the program should be expanded to include year-round quantitative obser-

vations of the patterns of ocean/atmosphere heat exchange and should

be extended to be concurrent with large scale internatiunal efforts to

observe the behavior of the southern hemisphere atmospheric circulation.

(Such as the "Eole Experiment" in 1970 and the tentative "GARP" experi-

ments in 1973 and 1976.) With regard to the northern heat sink region,

formulation of needed field measurements was a prime subject of a

"Symposium on th,. Arctic Heat Budget and Atmospheric Circulation"

sponsored by NSF in 1966. Detailed recommendations are included in

the proceedings (Fletcher, 1966).

A second factor limiting progress has been the nature of the

problem. An adequate theoretical basis has not as yet been developed

for explaining the interactions of the global heat engine and for ac-

counting for observed changes in climate. Causal relationships have

been obscured by the multitude of factors operating and problems for

investigation have often been ill-defined. Research methods are often

painfully slow and frustrating and thus appear less attractive to

graduate students than the more direct methods of experimental sciences;

observation of physical behavior, formation of a hypothesis, deduction

of consequences from the hypothesis, and the testing of deductions by

physical experiment. These limitations are also changing rapidly, for

* the rapid increase in computer power, coupled with the parallel develop-

ment of mathematical models of atmospheric and oceanic circulation,
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promise powerful experimental tools for testing hypotheses and causal

relationships. An inevitable result will be the development of a

more sophisticated theory to explain climatic change which, in turn

will trigger an avalanche of "climatic experiments" testing the pre-

dictions of the improved theory of climate.

Thus, not only is "observation" in the throes of a technological

breakthrough, but also "understanding" and "prediction." For these

reasons, relatively rapid progress over the next decade is inevitable.

This process is already under way, but the rate and direction of

progress will obviously be influenced by the scale and organization

of the resources invested, both human and material. At present, there

are three main groups developing atmospheric circulation models (ESSA,

NCAR, UCLA). There are at least two substantial groups investigating

the causes of climatic change (MIT, University of Wisconsin), and

additional groups investigating global heat engine features that are

both influential and subject to large variations (Arctic heat ex-

changes -- McGill, University of Washington; Antarctic heat ex-

changes -- CSIRO, University of Wisconsin; Equatorial heat exchanges --

Mcuill, Florida State, University of Miami). It would be desirable to

biing the concerted capabilities of these and othei groups to bear

within a systematic program of climate research utilizing numerical

experiments based on theoretical ana,ysis and field observation. Ways

of furthering this aim should be systematically explored.

It is clear that the means are pre-ently at had to suprort rapid

progress in observation, understanding, and preqiction. But, what

about control?

It must be emphasized that purposeful control of climatic pro-

cesses wil. not be possible until a much more adequate climatic

theory is developed. On the other hand, it is presently possible to

identify and investigate certain potential techniques for influencing

(-limatic processes.

The example of cloud seeding over the Arctic bacin was cited

earlier and there are many more ways in which heat exchanges might be

i fluenced on a large scale, such as influencing the albedo of the
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surface or the radiative properties of the atmosphere (Rusin, 1962 -

Fletcher, 1965 - Budyko, il%2). Such techniques should be system-

atically evdluated, and new ones discovered. In general, such tests

must be conducted under natural conditions and Le designed to trigger

cumulative effects on natural heat exchanges. Nature sets a limit on

the rate of such experimentation, as the annual cycle occurs only once

a year. It can be anticipated that when rapid experimental progress

becomes urgent this limitation will be severely felt. Meanwhile, it

would be wise to inititate a small but systematic program of field

evaluation of such potential techniques for large scale weather modi-

fication.

Also, it may oe noted that an understanding of contemporary and

future climatic changes can hardly be achieved without understanding

the large climatic changes of the past. Defining the patterns of these

changes Is a way of observing nature's own "climate control experiments."

Yet, tne collection and systematization of paieoclimatic evidence has

been both meager and uncoordinated in the U.S. There is no U.S. insti-

tutional counterpart to, say, the Main Geophysical Observatory in

Leningrad or the Institute for Geography in Moscow. There has been

no coordinated effort comparable to that led by Lamb at tha British

Meteorological Office. It is not suggested that these institutional

efforts be emulated in the U.S., but rather, that the pace of the

U.S. investigation could be increased by a recognition of the im-

portance of such work by U.S. funding agencies and by a modest increase

in the level. of support.

Finally it must be emphasized that management of climatic re-

sources is a problem shared by all nations. The global ocean/atmos-

phere is a single interacting physical system, in which an action

anywhere may influence behavior everywhere. We are rapidly approach-

ing the time when progress toward learning how to manage global climate

will be proportional to the purposeful investment of scientific ef-

forts. Coordination of these efforts is in everyone's interest.
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